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Resistive RAMs (Re-RAMs) have come to the fore as a rising star among the next generation non-volatile

memories with fast operational speed, excellent endurance and prolonged data retention capabilities. Re-

RAMs are being profusely used as storage and processing modules in neuromorphic hardware and high

frequency switches in radio-frequency (RF) circuits. Owing to its intrinsic hysteresis and abundance of

charge migration pathways, lead halide perovskites have emerged as a promising switching medium in

Re-RAMs besides their ubiquitous usage in optoelectronic devices. Here, we adopted a lead-free eco-

friendly methyl-ammonium bismuth iodide (MA3Bi2I9) perovskite (prepared by solvent-free engineering)

as the switching medium sandwiched between copper (Cu) and indium doped tin oxide (ITO) electrodes.

The devices exhibited a 104 high ON/OFF ratio that provided a large window for the multi-bit data storage

in a single cell with good accuracy. Robust endurance of 1730 cycles and good data retention ability of >3

× 105 s were also observed. Careful switching speed measurements showed the devices can operate with

an ultra-fast speed of 10 ns for writing and erasing respectively. The devices responded to light illumina-

tion and the prolonged retention of the opto-electrically tuned resistance states paved the way for image

memorization.

Introduction

Recently, resistive RAMs (Re-RAMs) have surfaced as a major
promising contender for prospective non-volatile memories,
neuromorphic computing hardware and high-speed radio-
frequency (RF) circuits because of their robust temporal data
retention, excellent cyclic endurance, mechanistic emulation
of synaptic behaviour and ultra-fast operational speed.1–3 A Re-
RAM cell typically comprises an insulating/semiconducting
layer (traditionally chalcogenides, oxides, selenides and
nitrides) sandwiched between two metal electrodes, acting as
the conducting pathway that triggers resistance change and
hence consequent storage of data.4 After its extensive fame in
the genre of optoelectronics,5–10 halide perovskite materials
have also carved a niche for themselves in the field of Re-RAM,
lately.11–16 Innate hysteresis coupled with ubiquitous charge
migration pathways render halide perovskites to be ideal can-

didates for the active resistive switching layer in Re-RAMs.17,18

Compared to traditional Re-RAM switching layers that require
complicated and sophisticated deposition processes,19 halide
perovskites (mostly the hybrid organic–inorganic ones) can be
prepared by low temperature and hassle-free deposition
techniques.20,21 Although some previous reports have explored
perovskite for photonic synapses,22 pristine image memoriza-
tion with perovskite Re-RAM and more specifically with tox-
icity-free perovskite Re-RAM, utilizing the intrinsic photo-
responsive behaviour of perovskite has rarely been reported to
the best of our knowledge.

In this work we fabricated a Re-RAM device comprising
methyl-ammonium bismuth iodide (MBI or MA3Bi2I9) perovs-
kite sandwiched between translucent copper (Cu) and trans-
parent indium doped tin oxide (ITO) electrodes. The MBI per-
ovskite was chosen particularly to address the concern of tox-
icity in traditional lead (Pb) halide perovskites.23,24 The MBI
layer was fabricated by a two-step vapour deposition technique
(deposition of metallic bismuth by thermal evaporation fol-
lowed by chemical vapour deposition of methyl-ammonium
iodide resulting in the MBI film. For details see the Methods
section). The devices exhibited resistive switching character-
istics with a sturdy ON/OFF ratio of 104 enabling a large
window for multiple resistance levels. Careful mechanistic
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study demonstrated the dominance of metallic Cu ion intru-
sion and subsequent reduction within the bulk of the perovs-
kite to be the dominant cause of switching. The MBI Re-RAMs
showed temporal data retention of resistance state in the order
of >3 × 105 s and robust electrical endurance of 1730 cycles.
Ultra-fast writing and erasing speed of 10 ns were observed for
the MBI Re-RAMs. This is the fastest reported switching speed
in Re-RAMs based on perovskite thin-films to the best of our
knowledge.25 On being illuminated by a 100 mW cm−2 light
source, the devices demonstrated zero-bias current response
and coupled with larger electrical stimulation (0.5 V), the opto-
electrically maneuvered resistance states could be retained for
1.1 × 104 s. As a concept proof, we selectively lit up a diagonal
pattern in a 5 × 5 square matrix array and illustrated the tem-
poral retention of the pattern.

Results and discussion

Fig. 1a (left) shows the device structure of the MBI Re-RAM.
The MBI layer (prepared by solvent-free engineering. See the
Methods section) was deposited on a clean transparent
indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) glass. The top electrode was de-
posited in the form of 30 nm thick translucent rectangular
copper bars (each 500 µm wide). Fig. 1a (right) shows a repre-
sentative schematic of the electrical and photo-response of the
MBI Re-RAM. The output ‘D’ is high when there is either light
input or positive electrical input (equivalent to writing) or
both w.r.t. the Cu electrode. For the rest of the cases with a
negative electrical input (equivalent to erasing), output ‘D’ is
always low. Hence the resultant logic output for the MBI Re-

RAM is effectively D = (A + B)C̄, where A, B and C are the
optical, electrical writing and electrical erasing inputs, respect-
ively. The photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the MBI layer
has been presented in Fig. 1b. The PL intensity peaks at
630 nm which is consistent with the previous reports on thin-
film based MBI systems.26 The Tauc-plot obtained from ultra-
violet-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis) and the ultraviolet photo-
electron spectroscopy (UPS) have been presented in ESI
Fig. S1a.† The optical bandgap was confirmed to be 2.1 eV for
the MBI perovskite used in our Re-RAM and is also consistent
with previous reports.26 It is to be noted here that the mis-
match or Stokes shift in the peak PL intensity as seen from
Fig. 1b, relative to the energy bandgap value obtained from the
Tauc plot in Fig. S1a† (by 40 nm) can be explained by the pres-
ence of inter-band trap states in polycrystalline perovskite and
subsequent trapping of photo-generated electrons by them.27

The valence band maxima (VBM) and the conduction band
minima (CBM): −5.74 eV and −3.74 eV as obtained from
Fig. S1b,† match closely with previously reported MBI VBM
and CBM of −6.08 eV and −3.96 eV respectively.28

The top-view SEM of the MBI film formed by solvent-free
engineering has been shown in Fig. 1c. The polycrystalline
morphology and the individual grain boundaries of the MBI
film are well visible. The hexagonal grains can be as large as
1 µm in lateral dimension. Fig. 1d represents the cross-sec-
tional SEM image of the MBI film deposited on ITO glass. The
conformal MBI layer has been highlighted in blue and the ITO
in pink. The layer on top of the MBI is a protective sheath of
platinum (Pt) metal deposited while trimming the sample with
a focused ion beam (for details see Methods section). As seen
in Fig. 1e, the peaks of the X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectrum

Fig. 1 Device structure and material characterization. (a) Schematic showing the structure of the MBI Re-RAM device (left). Tabular illustration of
response of the MBI Re-RAM device to electrical and optical inputs (right). (b) PL spectrum of the MBI perovskite film on ITO glass. (c) Top-view SEM
image exhibiting the hexagonal morphology of the polycrystalline MBI perovskite. (d) Cross-sectional SEM image of MBI perovskite on ITO glass,
prepared by focused ion beam trimming. (e) XRD spectrum of the MBI perovskite. Inset shows the crystal structure of the MBI perovskite.
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match well with that of the previously reported MBI thin
films.29–33 Also, the inset plot of Fig. 1e shows the crystal struc-
ture of the MBI perovskite.

Fig. 2a shows the I–V characteristics of the MBI Re-RAM.
Cyclic voltage sweeps were run from 0 V → 3 V → −9 V → 0 V
(w.r.t. Cu electrode) without any current compliance. The
device switched from the high resistance state (HRS) to the low
resistance state (LRS) at 1.8 V and jumped back to the HRS at
−8 V for the first cycle of operation. The consecutive stabilized
operational I–V cycles however demonstrated a much lower
threshold voltage (1 V for writing and −6.4 V) for switching
indicating an underlying filamentary mechanism.34 The vari-
ation of the ON/OFF current and threshold writing and erasing
voltage have been duly shown in Fig. S2 of the ESI.† In Fig. 2b,
the HRS and LRS current values of the MBI Re-RAM devices
for different device areas have been plotted. Devices with areas
0.0016 mm2, 1.2 mm2, 2.5 mm2 and 7.06 mm2 were fabricated
on the same chip. Although the HRS current decreased more
or less monotonically with the reduction in device dimension,
the LRS current did not scale down with the device size insinu-
ating a typical electrochemical metallization behaviour in the
MBI Re-RAM.35 To further confirm the possible dominant role
of copper in MBI Re-RAM switching, we carried out secondary-
mass ion spectroscopy (SIMS) study on the devices. Two
devices were used; one switched to the LRS and one was kept
un-switched at the HRS. Following the electrical operation on
the devices, positive polarity SIMS was conducted on the

devices by bombarding the MBI Re-RAM with primary oxygen
(O2) ions. A sputtering area of 0.12 mm2 and sputtering energy
of 3 keV were used. As seen in Fig. 2c, the intensity of the sec-
ondary Cu ions (Cu+), as analysed using a SIMS analyser, was
manifold times higher within the bulk perovskite for the
switched device compared to the un-switched device. This con-
clusively proved the pervasion of Cu inside the bulk MBI film
resulting in filament formation and consequent switching. It
must be mentioned here that apart from ECM based perovs-
kite Re-RAMs demonstrating switching with active metal
electrodes,34,36 previous reports on halide perovskite Re-RAM
have also demonstrated the valence change mechanism (VCM)
type of switching with inert electrodes.37,38 In those studies,
the switching in perovskite has been attributed to the halide
vacancies formed within the switching layer. However, with an
active metal like Cu as the top electrode, and direct evidence
of Cu intrusion in the perovskite film, we propose the follow-
ing ECM dominant hypothesis for MBI Re-RAM as schemati-
cally demonstrated in Fig. 2d–f. Fig. 2d shows the MBI Re-RAM
to be in the HRS in the sub-threshold regime. With the appli-
cation of the positive voltage, the anodized Cu ions move into
the MBI film and so do the electrons from the ITO side. As
shown in Fig. 2e, upon reaching the writing threshold electric
field, the electrically reduced Cu starts to electro-crystallize
and hence the current starts rising sharply. Once the two elec-
trodes, Cu and ITO are bridged, the transformation to the LRS
is complete.39 Opposite polarity voltage coupled with excessive

Fig. 2 Electrical characterization and working principle of the MBI Re-RAM device. (a) I–V characteristics of the MBI Re-RAM device. (b) Plot
showing HRS and LRS current values of MBI Re-RAM at a reading voltage of 0.1 V for different device dimensions. (c) Plot showing the intensity of
secondary Cu ions obtained by SIMS study on switched and un-switched MBI Re-RAM devices. (d–f ) Schematic illustrating the working principle of
MBI Re-RAM based on electrochemical metallization of Cu.
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Joule heating ruptures the Cu filament to render the system
back to the HRS as shown in Fig. 2f.

Fig. 3a shows the endurance performance of the MBI Re-
RAM signifying its electrical robustness. A pulse train compris-
ing write/read/erase/read pulses of 10 V/0.1 V/−10 V/0.1 V
amplitude was used. The pulse width used for all the pulses
was 10 ms. The device showed excellent endurance perform-
ance of 1730 cycles without any degradation of the ON/OFF
ratio following which the device demonstrated abrupt trans-
formation from the LRS to HRS. The cumulative density func-
tion (CDF) plot for the device endurance demonstrating the
distribution of data points and isolation of HRS/LRS is shown
in Fig. S3 of the ESI.†

Another very important device characterization metric is
the temporal data retention ability of the device. In order to
measure the retention time of the MBI Re-RAM devices, the
devices were SET to the LRS with a positive half of the I–V scan
(0 V → 8 V → 0 V) and then the resistance state was monitored
with a continuous DC biasing voltage of 0.1 V. In order to
obtain the HRS, the device SET to the LRS was erased with a
negative half of the I–V scan (0 V → −8 V → 0 V) and the HRS
was subsequently monitored with a DC biasing voltage of 0.1
V. A current compliance of 10−2 A was used during the above-
mentioned I–V scans to prevent the breakdown of the device.
As seen from Fig. 3b, the MBI Re-RAM devices exhibited tem-
poral retention of data for >3 × 105 s.

Fig. 3c shows that the MBI Re-RAM device possesses the
ability to allow multiple resistance states to store multiple bits
of data in a single memory cell. Three different current com-
pliances were chosen for the electrical I–V scans (0 V → 8 V →
−8 V → 0 V) namely 10−5 A, 10−4 A and 10−3 A respectively. The
different current compliances used gave rise to three distinctly
different LRSs demonstrating the multi-bit data storage capa-
bility. Note, it can be distinctly observed here that the erasing
or RESET voltage reduces with the reduction of current compli-
ance which is another typical trait of filamentary Re-RAM
systems.40 Lower current injection indicates a lower number of
filamentary pathways and less energy is required to rupture
the filaments. To show further, we chose six individual devices
and operated them under I–V scan mode (0 V → 8 V → −8 V →
0 V). Each of those six devices yielded a distinct HRS and LRS
every time for each compliance operated upon. The three dis-
tinct LRSs and one distinct HRS thus obtained have been illus-
trated in Fig. 3d. This shows the possibility of at least four
states or two bits of data storage for a single cell. We also used
the pulse mode of operation to demonstrate the multi-bit
storage capability. A pulse train comprising varying writing
and constant reading and erasing voltage pulses were fed to
the MBI Re-RAM device. The voltage schemes used were (7 V/
0.1 V/−10 V/0.1 V), (8 V/0.1 V/−10 V/0.1 V), (9 V/0.1 V/-10 V/0.1
V) and (10 V/0.1 V/−10 V/0.1 V) respectively. Each of the
different writing voltage pulses resulted in different LRS

Fig. 3 Evaluation of performance metrics for the MBI Re-RAM device. (a) Plot showing endurance performance of MBI Re-RAM at a reading voltage
of 0.1 V. (b) Plot showing temporal retention ability of the MBI Re-RAM device at a reading voltage of 0.1 V. (c) Plot showing the I–V characteristics
of MBI Re-RAM when operated under varying current compliances. (d) Plot showing the distinct resistance levels obtained by operating under 10−3

A, 10−4 A and 10−5 A current compliances thereby exhibiting possibility of multi-level data storage in a single MBI Re-RAM memory cell. (e) Plot
showing the before and after (HRS and LRS) resistance levels of MBI Re-RAM when excited with 10 ns, 10 V writing pulse. Inset shows the input
writing voltage pulse. (f ) Plot showing the before and after (LRS and HRS) resistance levels of MBI Re-RAM when excited with 10 ns, −10 V erasing
pulse. Inset shows the input erasing voltage pulse.
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current (0.55 mA, 0.82 mA, 1.17 mA and 1.8 mA respectively
for 7 V, 8 V, 9 V and 10 V respectively) when the devices were
read with a reading voltage pulse of amplitude 0.1 V as can be
seen from ESI Fig. S4.† This further corroborates the feasibility
of two bit storage for a single MBI Re-RAM device.

Device operational speed is a key figure-of-merit for any
non-volatile memory. In order to investigate the writing speed
of the MBI Re-RAM, the device was fed with a single 10 ns
wide and 10 V amplitude pulse and the resistance of the
device was monitored before and after the application of the
pulse with a reading voltage of 0.1 V. As seen from Fig. 3e, the
resistance of the device changed from 105 Ω (shown by red
line) to 10 s of Ω (blue line) upon application of a single pulse.
Similarly for deciphering the erasing speed, a −10 V amplitude
and 10 ns wide pulse were fed to the device already in the LRS.
The device showed transition from 102 Ω (shown by blue line)
to 104 Ω (shown in red line) as demonstrated in Fig. 3f. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the fastest speed ever reported
for any thin-film perovskite Re-RAM device.25 The ultra-fast
device operational speed can be ascribed to the highly mobile
Cu ions and the fast moving electrons supplied by the ITO
counter electrode, within the bulk of the perovskite, resulting
in super-fast filament formation/rupture processes.

Halide perovskites, already famous in the domain of
optoelectronics and photovoltaics have been used recently
as optoelectronic resistive switching memories and photonic

synapses.22 However, as far as we know, MBI perovskite has
not yet been explored for optoelectronic resistive switching
applications. The MBI Re-RAM device was operated in the I–V
scan mode (0 V → 2 V/6 V → −9 V → 0 V) without any current
compliance under both light and dark conditions. A light
source of intensity of 100 mW cm−2 was used for the illumina-
tion of the device. The I–V characteristics have been plotted in
Fig. 4a for the light (blue line) and dark (red line) cases. The
device in the dark switched from HRS to LRS at 1 V and from
LRS to HRS at −6.9 V. The device under illumination, however,
exhibited switching at 0.4 V and erasing at −6.1 V. The reduced
threshold writing voltage can be ascribed to the enhanced
photo-generated electrons and the consequent lowering of
required electrical energy for reducing incoming metallic Cu
ions and hence filament formation. However it is interesting
to note that, the LRS resistance state thus achieved required
lower electrical energy for erasing or transformation to the
HRS when compared to the device in the dark. A plausible
explanation for that could be innate instability or weaker reten-
tion of the optically maneuvered LRS level compared to the
ones obtained by pristine electrical stimulation. Coupled with
that, the prolonged illumination of 100 mW cm−2 light can
result in Joule heating which adds to the electrical energy
required for erasing thereby lowering the threshold voltage.
Fig. 4b shows the output current of the MBI Re-RAM when
operated with zero biasing voltage. When the 100 mW cm−2

Fig. 4 Opto-electrical memorization in the MBI Re-RAM device. (a) I–V characteristics of the MBI Re-RAM device under light and dark conditions.
(b) Plot showing the photo-response of the MBI Re-RAM device at zero bias. (c) Plot showing the photo-response of MBI Re-RAM at 0.5 V DC
biasing voltage w.r.t the Cu electrode. (d) Plot showing the photo-response of MBI Re-RAM at 0.5 V pulse biasing voltage w.r.t the Cu electrode. The
yellow bars in (b-d) demonstrate the duration of illumination. (e) Schematic showing the input image for the 5 × 5 square matrix array demonstrating
image memorization in MBI Re-RAM. (f ) Matrix plot showing the resistance levels of individual devices in the 5 × 5 square matrix array after one hour
of image storage. (g) Matrix plot showing the resistance levels of individual devices in the 5 × 5 square matrix array after two hours of image storage.
(h) Matrix plot showing the resistance levels of individual devices in the 5 × 5 square matrix array after three hours of image storage. The scale bar
for tracing the resistance levels for (f–h) is shown at the bottom right.
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illumination is on, the device current increases from the HRS
to a quasi-LRS by 6–7 times. However, when the light shining
is not there, the optically tuned current level cannot be tem-
porally maintained with zero biasing. As seen from Fig. 4c,
when we increased the device reading voltage to 0.5 V, the
device still stayed at the HRS. The moment the light was ON,
the device jumped from the HRS to LRS demonstrating a
change in current by 106 orders of magnitude. Even after the
light was put off, the device maintained the LRS with an elec-
trical reading bias of 0.5 V. Similarly, in Fig. 4d, upon being
operated by electrical pulses of 0.5 V amplitude and 150 ms
width, the MBI Re-RAM showed opto-electric switching similar
to the DC biasing case in Fig. 4c. After the illumination was
removed, the current plummeted a little followed by a rise and
stabilization. This trend may be explained by the sudden
absence of photo-generated electrons once the light is turned
off, resulting in current drop succeeded by the dissipation of
high-intensity light induced Joule heating rendering the
current to rise and stabilize consequently aiding the LRS to be
retained for long time. In order to get an idea of the retention
ability of the optically tuned LRSs, we fabricated a 5 × 5 MBI
Re-RAM device array and stored a diagonal pattern of five
squares illuminated by 100 mW cm−2 light as can been seen
from Fig. 4e–h. The five squares forming the diagonal of the
square matrix were switched to the LRS from HRS one by one
with a DC biasing voltage of 0.5 V similar to that in Fig. 4c.
The retention time of the image thus stored in the square
matrix was monitored every hour for three hours by a reading
voltage of 0.1 V. The memorized image could be successfully
stored for 3 hours (see Fig. 4f–h). The temporal retention
ability profile of a single MBI Re-RAM device exhibiting data
storage for 1.1 × 104 s is provided in ESI Fig. S5a.† Therefore it
could be empirically confirmed that the resistance state
obtained by coupled optical and sub-threshold electrical
stimulation could not be retained as long as the one obtained
purely by electrical stimulation (3 × 105 as shown in Fig. 3b)
ESI Fig. S5b† shows the impact of prolonged illumination on
the optically tuned LRS of the MBI Re-RAM device. The device
gradually jumped from the LRS to HRS at a read-out bias of
0.5 V when it was subjected to prolonged illumination over
100 s. This erasing upon extended illumination is attributed to
the excessive Joule heating caused by high intensity light, rup-
turing the metallic Cu filament bridging the Cu and ITO elec-
trodes. This again is consistent with the reduced threshold
erasing voltage reported in Fig. 4a. Device to device variation
data for the opto-electric switching in MBI Re-RAM are pro-
vided in ESI Fig. S6a–d.†

Conclusions

In this work, a lead-free eco-friendly MBI perovskite has been
used as an active switching layer in ECM dominant Re-RAM
comprising a conducting path formed from metallic Cu.
The devices demonstrated robust switching characteristics
namely 1730 cycles of electrical endurance, 3 × 105 s of data

retention capability and ON/OFF ratio of 104. The MBI
Re-RAM devices accommodate at least four distinct resistance
states and consequently at least two bits of data in a single
memory cell thereby paving the way for high density storage.
The devices exhibited exceptionally fast writing and erasing
speed, the best among reported perovskite thin film Re-RAMs
so far. The MBI Re-RAMs showed a response to 100 mW
cm−2 light illumination. The devices could transform from
the HRS to LRS at small readout electrical readout voltage,
when subjected to light illumination. As a concept proof, we
also demonstrated the storing of an image (a diagonal in a
5 × 5 square matrix) and successfully monitored the temporal
retention without any significant degradation of data. All
in all, the MBI-Re RAM proposed here will pave the way
for high speed opto-electrically tunable and electrically stable
Re-RAMs for future embedded electronics, RF circuits,
neuromorphic computing hardware and wearable electronic
devices requiring memory modules.

Materials

Methyl-ammonium-iodide (MAI) powder was purchased from
Dyesol.

Methods
Device fabrication

Indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) coated clean glasses were used
as the bottom electrode for the MBI Re-RAM device. The
sheet resistance of the ITO layer was 20 Ω. 20 nm thick
metallic bismuth (Bi) was evaporated on the ITO coated glass
by the thermal evaporation technique at a deposition rate of
1 Å per second. Following this, chemical vapour deposition
(CVD) was carried out for perovskite growth. A quartz boat
containing MAI powder was used as the source in a single
zone CVD furnace. The Bi deposited ITO coated glass was
placed on the upper open face of the quartz boat such that
the Bi deposited side faced the MAI powder maintaining an
air gap of 0.5 cm. The deposition temperature of 185 °C was
used and argon (Ar) gas was flowed in at the rate of 200
sccm. The CVD process, carried out for 25 minutes, ensured
complete reaction between metallic Bi and MAI precursor
and yielded a polycrystalline MBI film with a thickness of
200–250 nm. Following the CVD process, the thermal evapor-
ation of translucent 30 nm thick Cu electrodes was carried
out. Devices with areas 0.0016 mm2, 1.2 mm2, 2.5 mm2 and
7.06 mm2 were fabricated for the electrical and optical
measurements.

Material characterization

The PL emission spectrum was obtained using a FLS920P fluo-
rescence spectrometer. The absorbance wavelength spectrum
(UV-Vis) was obtained using a Varian Cary 500 spectrometer
(Varian, USA) and FLS920P fluorescence spectrometer. The
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ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) measurement of
the MBI film was carried out using an Axis Ultra DLD using
Kratos Axis Ultra DLD multi-technique surface analysis system.
The study of the crystal structure (XRD) of MBI film was done
using a Bruker D8 X-ray diffractometer. The cross-sectional
SEM samples of the MBI film were prepared using a dual-
beam FEI Helios G4 UX FIB/FESEM system. A protective layer
of platinum (Pt) was deposited on the MBI film using a voltage
of 2 kV and a current of 6.4 nA. After that, a regular cross-sec-
tional cutting tool (RCS) and cleaning cross sectional cutting
tool (CCS) were used at a voltage of 15 kV (both for RCS and
CCS) and current of 2.4 nA and 1.2 nA respectively for RCS and
CCS in order to obtain the cross-section of the MBI film. Both
the cross-sectional and top-view images of the MBI film
were captured in the FESEM mode of the dual-beam FEI
Helios G4 UX FIB/FESEM system. The Secondary Mass Ion
Spectroscopy of the MBI Re-RAM was done by ToF SIMS V
(ION-TOF GmbH).

Device characterization

The electrical characterization of the devices was carried out
using a Keithley 2450 source meter assisted by home-built
LABVIEW programs. Single electrical pulse used for device
operational speed measurement was generated using an
Agilent 8112A pulse generator and the waveform thus gener-
ated was traced using a high-speed DPO 4104B digital phos-
phor oscilloscope.
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